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Corporates | Will Supply Shortages And 
Surging Costs Sink Margins? 

Profit margin pressure will start to ratchet up in 2022. Supply 
disruption is likely to persist through the year, cost mitigation efforts 
weaken, and pay pressures intensify.  

How this will shape 2022 
Profitable growth. Nonfinancial corporate sectors have weathered supply 
disruptions and surging non-labor costs well so far. Last 12-month (LTM) data for 
4,900 companies rated by S&P Global Ratings shows sales surging 13% versus 
2020, and EBITDA growth outpacing this with a 23% increase. This has taken 
current LTM EBITDA margins to a record high of 18.4% for the 2005-present period. 

Chart 22 

S&P Global Ratings-Rated Nonfinancial Corporates 

 
Source: S&P Capital IQ, S&P Global Ratings. All data expressed in USD converted at historical rates. 
LTM--Last 12 months, incorporating midyear and third-quarter results where available. 

Weathering the supply storm. Companies have absorbed or negated cost increases 
in a variety of ways--demand offsets, demand shifts, product mix adjustments, 
hedging, indexation, positive operational gearing, cost pass throughs, and by 
keeping pay growth low. Our recent survey of 78 global sectors showed four out of 
five sectors reporting cost pass-through as being very easy or somewhat easy for 
most companies. And current conditions (surging demand, supply and labor 
shortages, higher input costs) have created winners as well as losers. Our analysts 
assess that current conditions are proving difficult for 40% of sectors, and positive 
for 33%. 
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Cost Pressures Are Being Readily Passed On 
Question: How easy is it to pass on cost increases? 

Supply Disruption Has Created Winners As Well As Losers 
Question: Considering current global operating conditions 
(surging global demand, supply and labor shortages, higher 
input costs), what is the average impact on your sector? 

  
Source: S&P Global Ratings' corporate ratings sector analysts were surveyed between Nov. 1 and Nov. 14, 2021. 
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We expect 55% of global 
sectors will see supply 
disruption persisting through 
2022  
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Challenges. This benign handling of 2021’s challenges may not be able to be 
sustained into 2022, particularly if supply disruptions persist and elevated costs 
are sustained. A more difficult environment for profitability, and a catch-up in pay 
in particular, may have significant repercussions for market sentiment and rates. 

What we think and why 
Prolonged disruption. Supply chain issues are likely to persist well into 2022. Our 
analysts suggest that 55% of global sectors will see supply disruption persisting 
through next year, while an additional quarter of sectors may see problems at least 
through the first half. This suggests input cost pressures may also persist, with 
36% of sectors expecting further moderate increases and only 9% expecting non-
labor costs to fall. 
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Supply Chain Disruption To Persist Through To The End Of 2022 
Question: If your sector is being affected by or benefitting from supply chain and cost 
issues, how long do you expect the most important effect to persist? 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings' corporate ratings sector analysts were surveyed between Nov. 1 and Nov. 14, 
2021.  

 

Labor cost pressures. Weak pay growth has been one factor helping profit margins 
increase in 2021. For rated nonfinancial corporates, LTM pay has been flat versus 
2020. Even in North America, where salaries and benefits are up 6% over the last 12 
months, they are only 1% higher than in 2019, whereas sales and EBITA are 11% 
and 17% ahead, respectively.  

Downward pressure on margins. In our view, profit margin pressure will start to 
ratchet up in 2022. It will likely be harder to sustain some mitigants against higher 
costs as hedges run off, product mix shifts become harder, and demand growth 
slows. Moreover, against a background of labor shortages and dropouts, it is 
difficult to see corporate salary costs staying as subdued as they have been relative 
to rising revenues and profitability. 

What could go wrong 
Upside. A more rapid resolution of supply problems could allow bottlenecks to 
clear, enable greater sales of in-demand products, and see an inventory rebuild. 
Non-labor cost pressures would likely ease. This would likely see profit margins 
remain elevated and support healthy growth in cash flow. It would help central 
banks maintain accommodative monetary policy and set the stage for a prolonged 
upturn. 

Downside. Margins could come under much more severe pressure. Persistent 
supply problems--potentially made worse by continued COVID-19 restrictions--and 
structurally higher energy costs could keep non-labor costs elevated and make a 
wage-price inflation spiral more likely. This would likely necessitate a tightening of 
financing conditions and bring a deterioration in profits growth and profitability. 
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Chart 26 

Global Wage Growth Has Not (Yet) 
Followed Other Costs Higher 

 
Source: S&P Capital IQ, S&P Global Ratings. LTM--
Last 12 months, incorporating midyear and third-
quarter results where available. Refers to 
nonfinancial corporates rated by S&P Global. 
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